


Streetstyle Sportstyle Then & Now
89/09 took place at The Richard
Attenborough Centre, Leicester, in
summer 2009. The exhibition
explored what people in the East
Midlands were wearing in 1989
and in 2009.

The exhibition celebrated the two years
that the Special Olympics GB took place in
Leicester. The exhibition was a snapshot
of the styles and choices worn by diverse
communities in the region.

The clothes and other items in the exhibition
were researched and collected by volunteer
community curators who worked with their
local communities to find out what people
were wearing 20 years ago and what they
like to wear now.

The community curators were recruited
from across the East Midlands at the start
of 2009 to volunteer for about six months
on this project. Our aim was to recruit a
broad range of people who could work
within their own communities to find out
about clothes worn in 1989 & 2009, and
about local peoples’ style choices.
The project aimed to generate donations to
local museum services to improve their
collections of contemporary clothing as well
as build links with their local communities.

Putting on the exhibition at The Richard
Attenborough Centre was just one part
of a wider project. Each volunteer spent
several months having training about
museums and about fashion and identity,
then exploring their local community,
meeting organisations and talking to
individuals about how their clothing
expresses their identity.

Through group discussion and research,
the exhibition was divided into a series of
themes reflecting the types of clothing and
stories we hoped to collect during the
project, within an overarching theme of
identity. The themes are outlined in the
following pages with images of the
exhibition and garments displayed.
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The Exhibition opened with an
interactive display area filled with
images, mirrors, questions,
magazines and comment boards
around the theme of What do our
clothes say about us?

We positioned images of local people from 2009

(taken at a photography event in Northampton

Museum) next to magazine shots from 1989

and 2009 and posed questions to generate

discussion and debate among visitors.
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Identity: Dressing to impress
Sometimes we have to wear
something a bit out of the ordinary
to celebrate, commemorate or to
stand out from the crowd and make
a point. Some parts of our lives
require something extra special and
these clothes have a lot of meaning
for us. We tend to keep the clothes
we wore on special occasions for
years, even passing them down to
our children. Wedding clothes are
often kept for future generations
and performance or party clothes
hold different special memories.
What special outfit from the past
have you kept? What special outfit
from now will you pass on?

This display area introduced a room containing

displays about Dressing to Impress, Expressing

Yourself, Politics and Beliefs, Making Positive

Choices and Homemade and Vintage Clothes.
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Identity: Expressing yourself
We are lucky in our society that we
can wear pretty much whatever we
like. We should be able to wear
clothes that express our personality
without fear of prejudice. What we
choose to wear can make a real
statement about our lives and our
beliefs, be they to do with our
culture, our religion, our lifestyle.
Clothes say a lot about us, whether
we choose to stand out or fit in.
What do your clothes say about
you?
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Pink and Gold Salwaar Qameez owned

by Uzera Amrit, Leicester 1989. (top)

Salwaar qameez is a traditional outfit worn

in South Asia. The fabric was bought for £15

in Highfields, Leicester and made up by Uzera’s

friend for £15. It was worn in India for Eid

celebrations.

Kente Print Suit, made by Amanda Sekayena,

Northampton, 2009. (centre left)

Amanda uses African-style prints in her

European-style fashions. This glamourous outfit

uses fabric based on expensive Kente woven

cloth from Ghana.

Silk Sari, owned by Usha Nathwani,

Leicester, 1980s. (centre right)

Ashwabi, owned by Emmanuel Nebafuh,

Derby, 2009. (bottom)

“(This garment)… is part of me now.

It represents something that has always been

part of my parents and grandparents.

Through clothing we can learn more about our

history.” The ashwabi is from Bamenda, in the

north west part of Cameroon, though due to

colonialism, has roots in Nigeria.
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Identity: Politics and beliefs
Some of us choose clothes to make a
statement about our political views
or beliefs. T-shirts with slogans or
images are an easy way to get our
point across. Other statements may
be more complicated and only be
understood by people in the know.
Charities and campaigns produce
T-shirts to raise money while the
wearers spread the message.

Nemesis the Warlock T-shirt, owned by

Hannah Campbell, Derbyshire, 2009.

“Because of my dyslexia, I preferred to read

comics to books when I was growing up

and the 2000AD comics were more intelligent,

sometimes political and had good quality

artwork. I found the comics aimed at girls

boring and dull, and, as a 13 year old, Nemesis

the Warlock had an element of danger I thought

was cool.”
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“Mass-produced tee shirts give
individuals wearing them unique
identity

“Slogan t-shirts are just fashion
now, they don’t mean anything.”

“Slogan t-shirts are just a way
of attracting attention!!”

“You can buy slogan t-shirts from
Primark, New Look, everywhere...
they say little about your identity,
people just wear them for fashion
reasons.”

“Political slogans have been taken
over by labels.”

“I don’t believe what I read on
T-shirts. Slogans on t-shirts do
more to hide individuality than to
reveal it.”

“Misogynistic T-shirts aren’t really
that clever + actually put girls off…”

Lesbian and Gay Pride T-shirt, owned by

Gillian Spraggs, Loughborough, 1988. (top)

This t-shirt was designed by Leicester NUT Gay

and Lesbian Rights Working Party. It was worn

in 1988-9 at public demonstrations against

Section 28 (a law forbidding local authorities to

‘promote homosexuality’), Pride marches and

conferences.



Identity: Making positive choices
Since 1989, we have become much
more aware of the ethical issues
involved in clothing and footwear
manufacture. Clothes are relatively
cheaper now than they were in 1989
and we can sometimes treat them as
disposable even though precious
human, natural and energy
resources went into making them.
Today it is much easier to choose
ethically-sound fair-trade or even
organic clothing. We can choose to
avoid clothes that might have been
made in sweatshops by child labour
or even choose organic materials
which have had no harmful
chemicals used in the growing
and processing which can cause
pollution and health problems for
the farmers. Do you know who
made your clothes? If you don't buy
ethical clothes, why not? What is
stopping you?

Poll Tax T-shirt, owned by

Phil Derbyshire, 1989.

“I bought the t-shirt at a Planet X punk gig and

wore it a year later to the poll tax protests in

London in 1990.”
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Identity: Homemade and Vintage
Some of use choose to wear vintage
or second hand clothes, maybe
because we like the older styles,
because we want something
different from the high street
or because we love making things
ourselves. By choosing old or
handmade we are making
a statement about not
wanting to fit in with the
mainstream. Why do styles keep
coming back? Why do you make
your own clothes?

Leather Jacket, owned by Sam Eaton, painted by

Rob Gould, Loughborough 1989. (opposite)

“This jacket was my first bit of ‘alternative’

clothing and my first steps into a subculture that

has been an important part of the rest of my life.

Rob is my best friend and very artistic, and he’d

recently painted his own jacket, so I wanted him

to paint something for mine.”
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Music tastes can have a really
strong influence on the style of
clothing some people choose to
wear. Many genres of music have
very specific styles which define and
separate one set of music lovers
from another. For young people in
both 1989 and 2009, wearing the
style of clothing linked to the music
they love is a very important way
to express their personality and
identity.

For some wearing a band T-shirt
is enough to show the world their
taste, but for some people, their
entire wardrobe is defined by the
styles favoured by other fans of the
same music.
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Band T-shirts owned by Phil Hughes,

Leicestershire, 1989. (right)

For music lovers, going to see a favourite band

live is a powerful experience and buying a

T-shirt commemorates the event. Phil Hughes

has kept these rock band shirts since the late

80s to pass on to his sons.

Krush Hoodie and Dungarees, owned by

James O’Callaghan, Leicester, 1989. (bottom)

During his student years in Leicester, James was

into the exciting new music styles of acid house,

Detroit techno and rave. His choice of clothes

was inspired by the musicians he admired.

The clothes were bought on the Kings Road

in London.
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Sportstyle Fashion sportswear has
become incredibly popular in the
last 20 years. It is easy to wear and
is now worn by people of all walks
of life from toddlers to celebrities.
Many people can wear sports
clothes to work or for a night out in
a way which was hard to imagine in
the 1980s. Performance sportswear,
worn in competition by athletes, has
been very influential for
mainstream clothing styles.

New fabrics are developed all the
time to assist sportsmen and
women and these gradually work
their way through to high street
fashion. In the same way, the top
sports people like tennis player wear
performance clothes with a strong
emphasis on fashion.
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Athletics outfit owned by Eden Francis,

Leicester, 2009 (opposite top right)

21 year-old Eden Francis from Leicester is one

of the GB Olympics team for shotput and discus.

In 2008 she was England Under 23 shot gold

medalist.

Basketball bib, owned by Carolyn Marriott,

Derby, 2009 (opposite bottom left)

Derby Wheelblazers are a community basketball

team who are all wheelchair users.

Tennis outfit owned by Zara Jurenko,

Leicester, 2009 (bottom right)

Zara plays tennis for Great Britain in the Special

Olympics. She won gold in the World Games in

China 2007 for singles and silver for doubles.

This outfit was made specially for Zara and her

doubles partner and are designed for comfort in

the humidity of China.
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2009 Style;
These images are of real people
in Leicester and Northampton who
kindly agreed to have their photos
taken to create a record of clothes
worn in 2009. We held photography
events at New Walk Museum &
Gallery, Northampton Museum,
Leicester Asian Mela and in the
exhibition itself.
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Events & Outreach
Outreach and public events were a
key part of this project, from the
very start. In the development stage
of the project, community curators
visited events around the region to
promote the exhibition and to make
contact with local communities.
We attended events including the
Women’s FA Cup Final in Derby,
LeicestHERday Creative Futures,
Nottingham and Derby Asian Melas
and Special Olympics events.

In addition community curators
visited groups all over the East
Midlands to talk about the project
and explore the possibilities of
donations. Groups visited included
Derby Bosnian Association,
Nottingham Carnival Club, Derby
Womens Group, Derby Trailblazers,
Access 27a, Fosse Arts and the
METT Centre, Leicester. Other
contacts were made with LGBT
groups, disability groups, churches,
art centres and community centres.

During the exhibition open period
we also attended events to promote
the exhibition and to take
photographs of local people
in their 2009 outfits.

Events also took place in The
Richard Attenborough Centre
during the exhibition including a
major community launch where
the exhibition was officially opened
by the Lord Mayor of Leicester.
This event included sari-draping
demonstrations and an African
headwrap workshop.
Other events ran during the
summer catering for young and
older people including:

Paper Shoes and Dresses
with Jennifer Collier

Jennifer Collier workshops

Knitting café and evening opening

Fashion Night with streetstyle
fashion show and a debate about
what streetstyle really means.

Community Curators were trained
and ran guided tours of the
exhibition.

Other volunteers and artists ran
Saturday workshops for young
people including fashion
illustration, feltmaking and
carnival headdresses.

The Special Olympics Games Village
hosted two workshops for people
with learning disabilities and their
families.
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Project Legacy
The exhibition included around 150
individual items, including 60 loans
from 37 individual representing
broad range of local communities
including representation from
South Asia, Black British, African,
Chinese and Irish Catholic
communities as well as learning
and physically disabled people.
We also took the concept of
communities as wide as possible
and made an effort to include the
clothes of lesbian and gay people,
hippies and style tribes such as
Goths.

Several items loaned for the
exhibition have since been donated
to local museums, enabling the start
of contemporary collecting.
A number of loans was also made
from museums including
Northampton and Lincoln.

A total of 553 people visited the
exhibition venue during the 6 weeks
it was open. 32% of the visitors were
under 25 years and 19% were from
BME communities. Many more
people were made aware of the
project through extensive outreach
activities, with around 1400
engaged in outreach and events,
plus nearly 1300 website visitors.
The total audience figures were
over 3000.

The response from visitors was overwhelmingly

positive with praise for the collection content,

presentation and exhibition design.

Comments included:

“I like the photographs of people
from the community expressing
their styles. I like the music room
because it feels like a bedroom from
1989. The trinkets and gadgets are
all very interesting to explore.
The magazines in the main
entrance. Really unusual looking
design. Interactive elements. Lots
of workshops to get involved with
alongside the exhibition.”

“It’s great. I plan to come back with
my fourteen year old daughter who
will love it!”

“Brilliant. Amazing to see the
fashion from the 80s the way it’s
all exhibited is great. Trip down
memory lane. Also interactive - you
can touch things etc. Really, really
good.”

“I loved the shoes, and the skirt
similar to the one I used to own! I
also liked the records on the wall so
that you could go through them and
spot the ones you recognised. I was
impressed that groups could recover
their transport costs to visit the
exhibition, opening it up to groups
who may not have normally visited.”

“It is lively and has attempted to
reach out to community groups and
capture personal perspectives.”
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One of the Community Curators worked with

Media Archive for Central England (MACE) to

research news footage from 1988-9 to create

short films for the exhibition. MACE created

four short films which are available for all the

partners to use, including the 1989 Special

Olympics, a fashion- themed collection, general

footage showing fashion, music and sports

including a wide range of clothing worn by

people from many cultures and a music-themed

film including the 1989 Bhangra Festival and

Caribbean Carnival.

In addition, a large archive of photos of

contemporary 2009 clothes has been created

from Derby, Leicester and Northampton, taken

either by Community Curators or the

professional photographer who worked

alongside volunteers on the project.

Perhaps the most vital and exciting legacy of this

project has been the personal development of

the Community Curators involved in the project,

which was researched in detail by an external

evaluator.

The following comments are based on the

evaluation report.

From gaining in confidence, to learning new

skills such as project management, every

Curator has viewed this project overall as a

positive experience. Some have felt able to

pursue careers in the museums / arts sector as

a result of the volunteering on this project, and

others have been inspired in their own creative

work. One Community Curator has achieved

excellent personal outcomes as a result of her

involvement. She has struggled with mental

health issues and finds it difficult to travel alone

and communicate with strangers. The support

of the project team and other Curators enabled

her to become hugely more confident

and independent.

A number of Community Curators came from

the same city and they developed a strong

network where they inspired and supported

each other, sharing knowledge and working as

part of a close-knit team.

Below is another example of one Community

Curator’s experience of engaging the community

in loaning items for the exhibition:

“On the whole I found it very
rewarding. It could be frustrating
at times as people would often not
show up for meetings or lose
interest and some groups were more
difficult than others. I worked with
a group recovering from mental
illnesses, some specific training here
would have been useful. But with
enthusiasm & patience the process
went well.”

Another Community Curator thrived on the

experience of collecting from the community:

“I’ve enjoyed meeting new people,
expanding my world into the East
Midlands and not being so
locally-focussed. Challenging myself
to do things I have not been
comfortable with, I also really
enjoyed helping with the
installation, using practical skills.”

Further details about the Community Curator

scheme can be found in the attached training

notes.
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